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TAKING THIS COURSE
Objective:
Learn what to do with results of autosomal DNA testing with FamilyTreeDNA (FTDNA).
Tools: familytreedna.com website and test results; DNAAdoption handouts.
Exercises: Practice exercises throughout the lesson help you apply what you’re
learning.

Use of this document signifies your agreement to the Web Site Agreement, Privacy, Statement and Terms of
Use of DNAGedcom and DNAAdoption. This content is copyrighted by DNAAdoption.org.
Screenshots taken from FTDNA.com are for educational purposes and do not imply ownership of content.

USING THE FAMILYTREEDNA (FTDNA) WEBSITE
GETTING YOUR DATA TO FAMILY TREE DNA (FTDNA)
Before we discuss your FTDNA Family Finder matches, let’s review the three options to obtain
autosomal DNA results with Family Tree DNA:
1.

Transfer – those that have tested with AncestryDNA (V1 or V2 chip) or 23andMe
(V3,V4 or V5 chip).

2.

New Kit Purchase – A direct test (cheek swab) with FamilyTreeDNA.

3.

Upgrade – FTDNA has stored DNA from a mtDNA or Y-DNA test submission that you
can use to upgrade your kit to include the FamilyFinder test. No need to submit a new
sample.

If you do not already have your autosomal DNA at FTDNA, this next section is for you. We will focus on
how to transfer your raw DNA data to FTDNA. If you already have your results from Family Finder at
FTDNA, please skip ahead to What To Do When You Get Your FTDNA Results.

Transfer Raw DNA data from AncestryDNA or 23andMe
Transferring your raw date from AncestryDNA.com can be done for the currently V1 or V2
chip, or from 23andMe for their V3, V4 or V5 chips only.
On the Family Tree DNA home page, click on Autosomal Transfer from the header on the main
page to begin the process.
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A new window opens. Register if you are a new FTDNA customer or sign in to your account if
you are an existing customer.
Once you have registered or signed in, you can upload your data file.

Please note: do not unzip your raw data file before uploading it to FTDNA.
You can use the same original file (.zip file downloaded from AncestryDNA or 23andme) that you used
to upload to GEDmatch.com.
When you transfer your raw DNA data, FamilyFinder matches up to the fourth cousin level will be
posted at FTDNA shortly after you upload your raw data – typically within a few hours.
The extra tools such as the chromosome browser and your ethnicity (myOrigins) are not available
until you pay a one-time $19 fee. To do so, click on the chromosome browser from the myFTDNA
Dashboard Home Page. It will bring up the link to unlock the tools shown below.
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Once you have paid the transfer fee of $19, the tools are immediately available.
If you are already an FTDNA customer, you can order your autosomal (FamilyFinder) test as an
upgrade to your existing kit (mtDNA or Y-DNA) by clicking on the blue Upgrade button in the top right
corner of your Home Page above your name.

If you purchased a new kit, the welcome email from FTDNA will read something like this:

Dear ______
Thank you for ordering the Family Finder, Domestic Shipping tests for kit number 123456.
Your kit number is 123456 and your password is 123AB4.

WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU GET YOUR FTDNA RESULTS
Family Tree DNA will email you to let you know that your match results have been posted. Sign in to
your FTDNA account at www.familytreedna.com using the kit number and password that were emailed
to you when you either transferred your data or purchased a new kit. If you upgraded to add
FamilyFinder (FTDNA’s autosomal DNA test) or if you transferred data to an existing kit, you will
continue to use the kit number already provided to you.

Home Page
Depending on which test(s) you ordered, your home page may look like one of the following. The first
example shows the Home Page if you have ordered the FamilyFinder and mtDNA.
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If you have done a Y- DNA test or a Big Y test, your home page will look like this:
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SET UP YOUR MYFTDNA ACCOUNT
Information about you and your account is in the box on the left side of the screen. You control how
much of this information a match can see through your privacy settings, which can be accessed by
clicking on the gear icon “Account Settings” in the pull down menu next to your name in the upper right
of the screen.

Be sure to fill in your Beneficiary Information (click on the tab). And, if you have ancestral information, fill in the
information on your most distant patrilineal and matrilineal relatives under the Genealogy tab. DNAAdoption
advises that you DO NOT tell people that you are adopted in this section (or any other public section).
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Check the privacy settings under your Personal Profile to control who can view your data. There are
several options available. Review each of the tabs and make your selections or supply additional
information. You may want to nclude information about relatives who have tested to help matches
determine how they may be related to you.
You can also upload a picture here.

Exercise 1:
Take a few minutes to set up your Personal Profile, choose your Privacy settings,
and fill in the other information located under Account Settings.

To return to your myFTDNA page, click on the Family Tree DNA icon in the upper left corner of the
screen or on the MyDNA tab.
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On your myFTDNA page, click on myFamily Tree. A new page will open where you can create a family
tree, either by uploading a Gedcom file or by entering the members of your tree manually yourself. This
feature enables you to post a tree even if you do not have access to genealogy software.
FTDNA is now using the myFamily Tree that you post and “link” to your known matches to determine
your degree of relationship to those matches. This relationship information is posted on your
FamilyFinder - Matches page as “Linked Relationships.” Based on these known linked relationships,
FTDNA now identifies which of your matches are paternal, maternal, or related to both of your parents.
These assignments are based on linked relatives who are fourth cousins or closer to you. The most
important relatives to link if they have tested are one or both of your parents. More information is
provided below under Linked Relationships.

FAMILY FINDER OVERVIEW

FamilyFinder is what FTDNA calls their autosomal DNA test. The FamilyFinder section of myFTDNA
includes six buttons (three are under the See More button). We will explore each of these selections in
detail later in this lesson. In brief, they are:
1. FamilyFinder Matches – Lists your DNA matches.
2.

myOrigins – Shows your ethnicity as determined by comparison of your DNA profile with
FTDNA’s ethnicity profiles.

3. Chromosome Browser – Allows you to see how people match you by chromosome.
4. AncientOrigins - Shows what percentage of your autosomal DNA is inherited from each of four
ancient groups of homo sapiens: Metal Age Invader, Farmer, Hunter-Gatherer, and NonEuropean (not currently active).
5. Matrix - allows you to select up to 10 people and compare their Family Finder relationships in a
grid (matrix).
6. Data Download – Allows you to download your raw DNA – only useful if you tested here.
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FAMILY FINDER MATCHES
Let’s walk through the five sections (buttons) included under Family Finder on your myFTDNA page,
beginning with Family Finder Matches.
Once DNA processing is complete (usually takes about 6 weeks for new kit purchases), FTDNA provides a
list of autosomal DNA matches you have within the FTDNA database.
Click on the Matches button in the Family Finder section to see a list of people whose autosomal DNA
matches yours. The default sort order shows your closest matches at the top.
You can switch from detailed view to table view. A great deal of information is provided for each
match. The amount of shared autosomal DNA (in cM) is shown as well as the longest block, whether
you share a segment on the X chromosome, whether the person has a tree.
You cannot assign relationships unless you link that person to your tree. Note that the third person is
shown as a First Cousin when in fact she and the tester are half first cousins.
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FTDNA Matches Also shown is whether there is an X chromosome match.
Note: Because a man has a single X chromosome that he received from his mother, any X match for a
man is through one of his maternal lines. If two men have an X match, they each match the other
through one of their maternal lines.
Also included is any ancestral information provided by the match and a list of the match’s Ancestral
Surnames. Names in bold are shared ancestral names or those that sound similar to the ancestral
names you have listed
If you have a match with an unknown person, you can use a Relationship Chart, like the one below
developed by Blaine Bettinger, to estimate the match’s relationship to you.
A first cousin match averages about 800 cM, a second cousin averages about 238 cM, and a third cousin
match averages about 79 cM.
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Chart from: https://dnapainter.com/tools/sharedcmv4

If a match has significantly more than the expected amount of matching DNA, it’s likely in the ancestral line
shared with this cousin that there were instances of close cousins marrying. When this occurs, the expected
50% dilution of parental DNA from one generation to the next does not occur and the match appears to be more
closely related that she actually is. If you are working with an endogamous population, for example you have
Ashkenazi ancestry, when estimating your relationship to a match you will need to take into account that the
match may appear to have a closer relationship than he/she in fact has with you.

Searching for Matches
To search matches, you can insert a name (first or last) in the box next to the search icon on the Matches page.
This allows you to search for all matches with the chosen name or any ancestors of matches with the chosen
name.
If you wish to search, for example, just for a match with an ancestral name of interest, click on the drop-down
menu under the search box, and click on Ancestral Surname.
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Learning More About Matches
Another way to view your match data is to click on the match’s name in the list of matches on the match page
and a different version of the character card will pop up (image below). This allows you to see the match’s email
address and the names of their most distant maternal and paternal ancestors if they have posted that
information.

Also shown are the Y DNA and/or mtDNA haplogroups if these tests have been done by the match.
You can also see any information the match has posted about themselves or any ancestral names that
they have posted.
FTDNA’s Matches pages provide additional information and tools for each match.
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Let’s look more closely at a single match to illustrate. Below each match’s name, you may see an icon that
indicates on which side of your family tree — maternal, paternal or both — your match is related to you. You
will have a colored icon only if you have set up a myFamilyTree and linked known relatives who have test results
at FTDNA to yourself. The Linked Relationship information is used to generate this icon: blue (paternal), red
(maternal) and purple (both paternal and maternal) icons.

Exercise 2:
From your myFTDNA page, click on Family Finder Matches. Spend some time here
sorting the data in different ways and clicking on the various icons before moving on
in the lesson. Choose one of your closest matches, and:
• If the match has a family tree, click on the blue tree icon and take a look at the
tree. Do you recognize anyone?
•

Click on box to the left of the match’s profile picture or icon, select In Common
With filter button above the matches. Make a note of the closest matches that
you both share. You’ll have a chance to “dive deeper” in the next exercise.

CHROMOSOME BROWSER
One of the most exciting and powerful tools provided by Family Tree DNA is the Chromosome Browser. It
enables you to see how matches are related to you at the genetic or genomic level. Note: GEDmatch and
23andMe offer similar utilities; AncestryDNA does not.
Start with one of your cousins, then look on the right side for the “group” icon. Click here then click on In
Common With to generate a list of matches who match with both you and your match.

In the Chromosome Browser, you can compare up to seven matches.
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In the list of people who match both of you, check the boxes next to six of the names, and then click on the
Chromosome Browser button. Then add the first cousin’s name to the comparison list by searching on his last
name in the list of matches. (klunky, yes).

The chromosome browser shows how your matches match with you on your autosomes (chromosomes 1
through 22) and also on the X chromosome. You inherited one member of each pair of autosomes from your
mother and one member of each pair of autosomes from your father. If you are a female, you inherited one X
chromosome from your father and one X chromosome from your mother. If you are male, you inherited an Xchromosome from your mother and a Y-chromosome from your father.
When using the chromosome browser, it is important to remember that it is a two-dimensional representation
of the pairs of autosomes and X chromosomes superimposed on top of one another.
In this example, you see that while all of these people match each other and the tester, they have no
overlapping segments and so they do not share a common ancestor.

Because the chromosome browser is two dimensional, you do not know if two people with overlapping
segments are matching on the same copy (maternal or paternal) of a particular chromosome.
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A way of looking at whether people with overlapping segments of DNA also match with each other is to use the
FamilyFinder Matrix. You can look at up to 10 people at a time. People to compare are chosen from a pull
down list of all match names listed alphabetically by last name. People who match with each other are shown
by a sold blue rectangle and a check mark.
As shown in the matrix, everyone matches Michael (as expected since they are all matches in common with
Michael) but Grahame matches only with Suzanne, not with Lynn, even though they overlap on chromosome 7.

All of the matches who have overlapping segments with and match both the tester and her cousin (in
this second example) likely share an ancestor amongst the direct line ancestors of their MRCA, their
great grandfather.

Hint: If you have known cousins, it is a good idea to get them tested, especially
those from ancestral lines you are interested in researching. If you can, test the
oldest (in generations) relatives. You can use their match information with you to
give you clues as to how a match of unknown ancestry might be related to you.
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Exercise 3:
Return to the list you created in Exercise 3. Compare up to five matches who are
ICW each other in the Chromosome Browser.
• Do two or more of them share overlapping segments on one or more
chromosomes?
•

What does this tell you?

FAMILY FINDER TOOLS

We have already looked at Matrix. Additional tools for learning about your matches are available through dropdown menu under the MyDNA tab. To look at another example, under the Family Finder option, select
Advanced Matches at the bottom the screen.

A new window opens with several options for searching. One option is to look for people who match you on
more than one test. In the example below, the tester chose Select All mtDNA and Family Finder; she also
clicked the Yes box on the left to include only matches on all selected tests. She had just one match – her son –
who matches her on both Family Finder and mitochondrial DNA.
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Another search that can be done is to search for matches in a particular group; the default is The Entire
Database. In the example below, she did a search for all X matches in The Normanites Project.

FTDNA PROJECTS
FTDNA has in excess of 7,000 projects run by volunteer administrators. Some are highly specialized and
you must apply to join; others you can join with the click of the Join button under the My Projects tab.
If you are an adoptee, you should consider joining the Global Adoptee Genealogy project at
https://www.familytreedna.com/groups/gagp/
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Or you can even start your own Project. Joining a Project, such as a geographic project or a haplogroup
project, can help you find relatives in a line of interest. Or, if you are adopted and know that one parent
was from Spain, for example, you could join a Spanish Project. Many Projects also have closed (secret)
Facebook pages where members can compare family trees, share photographs, etc.
Recently, FTDNA started beta-testing their myGroups function, which is a similar concept to the secret
Facebook pages. Currently, myGroups can be accessed only by members of the specific Projects that
are participating in myGroups.
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Exercise 4:
Note your closest matches and contact them.
• Ask if they have any ideas on the relationship between your trees and possible
common ancestors. Do not say you are adopted until you feel you can trust
them with the information. DO offer them a clue such as, you match on my
(maternal/paternal) side where surnames (or places) of interest are X, Y, Z.
• Ask them if they have their DNA test posted on AncestryDNA, 23andme,
MyHeritage or GEDmatch.
• If they have a tree on AncestryDNA, ask them if they will let you know the URL to
see it if it is public or send you an invitation if it is private. Or, ask if they have a
family tree posted on a free or easily accessible site.

MYORIGINS
FTDNA’s admixture analysis, called myOrigins, provides a glimpse into your ancestors’ origins. myOrigins can be
found on your myFTDNA home page.

CHECKING YOUR ETHNIC ADMIXTURE
Clicking the hyperlink Show All below your ethnicity estimate summary will reveal a complete list of
ethnicities.
The View all population descriptions hyperlink with display a page with more information.
Clicking on the myOrigins small map on the myOrigins home page will take you to a world map and an
estimate of your own ethnic makeup as well as that of your closest matches.
In the top left corner, click the + (plus sign) or expand all (blue hypertext link) to expand the summary
boxes. Once expanded, you can choose the – (minus sign) or collapse all to return to the summary view.
The colors on the map correspond to the expanded ethnicity view. As an example, according to FTDNA,
Barbara has 4% Scandinavian, which is shown in green in the inset box and on the map.
You can learn more about the origins and history of each ethnicity by clicking the percent bar for a
specific ethnicity. This will zoom in on the map and reveal a pop up text box. If you encounter difficulty
scrolling through the text, try a different Internet browser. The Shared Origins tab on that box is a short
cut to that feature.
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Click on Shared Origins to see a list of your closest matches (estimated 3rd to 5th cousin or closer) and a
summary of their ethnicity. (If matches from FamilyFinder are not visible, that individual has likely not
opted to share ethnicity. That option can be changed in the account settings.) Near the top of this box
is a drop-down menu where you can select specific groups.
You can filter the list of matches displayed by: All Matches (default), Immediate Relative, Close Relative,
Close and Immediate Relative, Distant Relative, Linked Relationships and X-match.
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Click on the map pin symbol (above) and the locations matches have input for their ancestors will
appear on the map.
If you click on one of the icons in a geographic region of interest, the name of the match who listed a
relative in that geographic region appears as well as helpful links and info.

If you encounter difficulty with this feature, try a different Bowser.

Exercise 5:
Go to myOrigins and check your full ethnicity estimate. Is this what you expected?
Does it give you new information about yourself or your matches?
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LOADING FTDNA TEST RESULTS TO GEDMATCH
If you have already uploaded your raw data to GEDmatch from FTDNA or from another testing company,
please skip to the next section.
If you did not transfer data to FTDNA (in other words, if you purchased or upgraded to a FTDNA
autosomal test), then one of the first things that you will want to do when you receive your matches is to
upload your raw data to GEDmatch.com.
Begin the upload process by downloading your raw data from familytreedna.com.
Download Your Raw Data Files
1. Go to your myFTDNA page.

2. Click on the Download Raw Data link under Family Finder.
3. A page will open where you can download your raw data. For GEDmatch.com, you want to
download your Build 37 FTDNA concatenated DNA file.

4. Click the down arrow, select Save File and give a location on your hard drive where you can find
the file again. Some computers may download automatically to a “Downloads” folder. You
want to save in zipped format, not csv format.
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5. Next, you will upload your raw data (zipped file) to GEDmatch.com. Do not open the zip file.

Upload Your Raw Data to GEDmatch
For more detailed instructions for GEDmatch.com, please see the DNAadoption.com First Look: GEDmatch
course at : https://dnaadoption.org/classes/free-classes/
1. Log in to GEDmatch.com if you already have an account. If not, create one (free). You can upload
multiple DNA tests under one account.
2. On the main page, click on Upload your DNA to begin.

3. In the next form, enter the name associated with the DNA test, following the instructions in blue. In the
Name of Donor field, use the real name of the person who tested exactly as it is on their FTDNA
account. You can use a different name in the Alias field. We strongly suggest using the same name as
shown on your FTDNA account (or very similar) so that your matches can find you more easily.
4. Click the Choose File button. Go to the location where you downloaded your FTDNA raw data zipped
file, which might look like this, “37_UserName_Chrom_Autoso_Date.csv.gz.”
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5. Be sure to click Upload to actually upload the file to the GEDmatch site.
6. Wait for each chromosome to process. It can take a while (10-30 minutes or more) to process your
data: data for 22 pairs of autosomes plus 2 X chromosomes if you are female or one X chromosome if
you are male is being uploaded. You will be able to see how the upload is progressing. Do not click
away from the page while the upload is in progress.
7. You will receive a message with your GEDmatch kit number when the upload is finished. Your
GEDmatch kit number will be a random letter / number combination.
Once you have uploaded your FTDNA autosomal raw data file, you will be able to use some
features of the site, such as one-to-one matching with another kit, within a few minutes.
Additional batch processing, which usually takes a couple of days, must be completed before
you can use some of the tools comparing you to everyone else on the site. You will see two red
asterisks next to your name on the GEDmatch.com home page until batch processing is
complete. You will want to use some of the premium (“Tier 1”) utilities on the site if you take
any of the autosomal DNA courses offered by DNAadoption.org, so sign up for the minimum $10
per month donation to GEDmatch.com to gain access to the Tier 1 utilities.
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Exercise 6:
If you purchased a FTDNA Family Finder test or upgraded to one, take a few minutes
now to upload your raw data to GEDmatch.com.

Hint: Why you should upload your results to GEDmatch?
•
•
•

GEDmatch enables you to compare your autosomal DNA data with other testers’
data, regardless of which company processed your sample.
Using GEDmatch, you may find additional “DNA relatives” whom you had not
previously identified.
Using GEDmatch provides you with additional tools to analyze your DNA.

WRAP UP
This brief tour of some of the tools available at FTDNA should give you a good start with working with
your matches and navigating around the site.
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